THE  COUNTRY  AND   ITS   POPULATION
weapons, adornments, and kitchen refuse and the traces of their
settlements. It distinguishes the populations that have occupied a
given area in succession and classifies them according to the ma-
terial used for their implements. There are, in order of antiquity:
firstly, hewn or chipped stone, particularly flint, which is charac-
teristic of the palaeolithic period, or the 'Old Stone Age*;
secondly, polished stone, as found in the neolithic or 'Now Stone
Age'. Then come the metals: first copper, soon alloyed with tin,
as in the 'Bronze Age3; and then iron, in the 'Iron Age'* But there
was no abrupt change from one material to another; it took place
by a series of transitional stages. In every age several kinds of
material continued to be used: polished stone implements still
remained in the Bronze Age, and bronze objects in the Iron Age.
Philology studies language, comparing the words and forms of
different languages in such a way as to recognize the common
language from which they are derived. A few very ancient namos
- place-names of rivers and mountains - have come clown to us
from prehistoric ages, belonging to languages of which there is no
written record. These survivals sometimes provide the moans of
recognizing what language was spoken in a country in the period
before the beginning of history.
The information provided by these three branches of study, and
especially by prehistoric archaeology, enables us to obtain a
glimpse of a few features in the life of the peoples inhabiting
French soil and the general evolution of their civilization* before
the point at which history opens.
The most ancient inhabitants used for their implements nothing
but stone, bone, and horn. They dwelt in caves, in which the
refuse left by them has survived, and lived upon what they ob-
tained by hunting and fishing; the remains of their meals consist
of fishbones and the bones of large animals cracked in order to
extract the marrow. Their clothing was made of the skins of
beasts, sewn with bone needles; their adornments were shells and
the claws or teeth of animals. They were savages, living in small
bands, as is the way of peoples living by the chase,
We have no means of calculating how long this sort of life went
on on French soil. We do know, however, that the Age of chipped
Stone lasted a very long time, and must have extended over hun-
dreds of centuries. Some archaeologists have even estimated it at
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